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L-a^vard Gpimson of today on Latin
y
Volition strong in young men. I have no suggestions to make. A l l
can do is do make clear what role language- has^plasid and plap in my life
I will divide the matter in three chapters or tenfees.
h-ow far am I the product
of an education in language though I
amnot a
linguist or philologist,
That means how far were languages a me and in my
general education. This will show.you a continental curriculum.
Second Chapter what is my own present day theory on languages as a
cultural instrument. Third chapter what is my hope and expectation
of the miracles, language and a readjustment of our attitude towards
language can achieve in the fuinere• This disposition itself is
a gift of language to me because it is language which hints to such an o
order of thought by its three tenses of past , present and future.
In English, these three tenses no longer e&ist grammatically.
Already here the value of a fuller language lingers on our horiznj
I. I learned Latin in school and English at home. I never learned any
English grammar. I had Latin Grammar for nine years, eight hours every
week. In english I know nursery rhymes and nigger songs. In Latin, I
learned the heights and depth of " Language " in Capitals.
Latin speech in the Untertertia, seventh grade, Macte Virtute.
Law first in Latin
Classics as the right approach to Sociology and Religion.
Principi Philologiae
Military staff® of Germay satfed Latin and Greek.
British Foreign Poetry
Count York of Wartenburg
Arabian Pleading
II. My theory
Modern English and German are a new Ltin perhaps.
But a tension between languages there must be. Otherwise we are starv
It is not at all true that languages are geographical or ethnological
units. Language, speech is a commitment into a current. There is 8nly
one language or there are many languages as dialogues go on on earth.
The shell of the lobster is not the lobster.
We suffer from a completely pagan and destructive theoty on language.
Litikrgical labguage, between song and prose, a true medium.
Language a common movement into a direction: The countersense of the
scurve words. Yes and no. To polite in a talk : we wish to take the
step together.
The character of slang. A dialect in time instead of in spawe.
Languages the shears for the sword of the spirit.
Latin more than any other language guarantees the snese for the fullne
of language. I konw that Ba$skrit and Greek and Russian are richer.
But oyr common bridge into the past is Latin.
Uot what the individual needs but what the community must get is dedecisive.
T^is my theory is new in some respect because the times have changed,
t praise Latin as the Mother of the Western World and as a full lan
guage in the grammatical sense. Only in one language that can be stud
ed. It cannot be studied in any Modern language.
III. My hopes• Irreverence towards language, taking to writing like t
king to drinking. The Newspaperwriters the curse and bane of this ci/fei
lisation. Degradation of language, If you teach English grammar as
a subject, the result must be disastrous. Shakespear knew the
Latin grammar, but no English grammar whatever.
The approach to speech must be an indirect one in our consciousness.
Eugenics will always have the one and only effect to decrease the num
ber of children. Because the effect of consciousness on life is steril

llsatton* indirectly we uast conquer ourselves® Oar deeper seas© or
gratitude and shame must be spared® Thinking ana thanking should bee©»
ease reconnected » rt-ftk© thought and thank are two modes of the same
situations!:*
Language is no means to an end®- She word is the last thing and the
first whl^out which nothing ©an ripen nor hear fruit* Funeral* She
ehiia is not horn before It has a name® The man is not dead before
he has heard the last word spoken t® him and about him*
Mental diseases of oreroonseloms speech? Communism and Fascism*
The wonders of grammar Thou * I*it
The grammar of the future ? heal®
The psychology* History* sociology* % own language this evening
told you my story of a thou within myself first? I was not the
subject or creator or maker of my educator * I was not the object* whl
te sheet* or matter on which it was written * a x X heard myself cal
led by all these sounds and words and followed them into the maze of
thought and. action which th©^ conjured up in my heart*

